The Shimmer

Since 1889, mysterious lights have
appeared outside Rostov, a remote Texas
town. Ranchers believed them to be the
campfires of rustlers, but campfires dont
rise and fall, merge, and change colors. In
World War I, the locals believed that the
lights came from German forces massing
on the Mexican border. In the Second
World War, the US military built an
airfield there and used planes to try to
discover the secret of the lights. In 1980,
the entire town set out on a Ghost Light
Hunt. For more than a century, each
attempt to get close to the lights met with
horrifying results.Now police officer Dan
Page follows the trail of his missing wife
from New Mexico to Texas and discovers
that she and hundreds of spectators have
become enraptured by the lights. After a
crazed gunman fires obsessively into the
crowd, the stage is set for more death. To
save his wife, Page must confront the
mystery of the lights. His desperate search
reveals a government conspiracy that dates
back to World War II. The abandoned
airfield is more than what it seems. So is a
nearby observatory, with a purpose even
more mysterious and lethal than the lights
themselves.Drawing his inspiration from
the real-life Marfa lights, critically
acclaimed Morrell packs The Shimmer
with his trademark blend of action and
terror.

If youve seen any of the amazing, mysterious trailers for Ex-Machina director Alex Garlands adaptation of the novel
Annihilation, its not hard to - 4 min - Uploaded by KinoCheck InternationalOfficial Annihilation Movie Featurette &
Trailer 2018 Subscribe ? http:///kc Natalie - 4 min - Uploaded by CBC NewsThe movie Annihilation from Ex
Machina director Alex Garland keeps you on the edge of your seat - 1 min - Uploaded by IGNLena, a biologist and
former soldier, joins a mission to uncover what happened to her husband Annihilation is a 2018 science fiction
psychological horror film written and directed by Alex The story follows a group of military scientists who enter The
Shimmer, a mysterious quarantined zone of mutating landscapes and transmogrifying The Annihilation ending leaves a
lot of questions. We explain what happened in the ending, what it means for the Shimmer, and if Lena made it Spoilers
ahead. The world annihilation doesnt just mean destruction. In physics, annihilation is actually a form of creation, as
defined by Theres also a weird mysterious creature/shimmer/force-thing. Its difficult to describe, but it looks pretty
awesome. Essentially, Isaacs In a featurette made by the films studio, Portman explained, The Shimmer is a sort of
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phenomenon. Thats right, its not a white-picket fence,A biologist signs up for a dangerous, secret expedition where the
laws of nature dont apply - 1 min - Uploaded by Paramount MoviesNow on Digital On Blu-ray May 29 http:// Order:
Digital: http://paramnt - 1 min - Uploaded by Paramount Pictures#Annihilation stars Natalie Portman, Jennifer Jason
Leigh, Gina Rodriguez, Tessa Thompson annihilation-shimmer. Paramount has released a new featurette for
Annihilation. The new sci-fi thriller from Ex Machina writer-director Alex What is The Shimmer, what is it doing, and
perhaps most importantly, how big of a threat does it pose? A new featurette from Paramount dives
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